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Since 2007, more than 20 workers committed suicide at the Shenzhen, China factory of the Foxconn Corporation, a
partner of Apple and major producer of iPhones worldwide.1 In an article for Wired Magazine, Joel Johnson asks
whether his incessant desire for the latest gadget contributed to these deaths in a factory that China Labor Watch
reports provides overtime and employee amenities, yet is known for grueling hours and intense employee pressure.2
Johnson writes:
...when that thin, taut cord that connects our consumption to the nameless millions who make our lifestyle
possible snaps even for a moment, the gulf we find ourselves peering into—a yawning, endless future of
emptiness on a squandered planet—becomes too much to bear. When 17 people take their lives, I ask
myself, did I in my desire hurt them? Even just a little? And of course the answer, inevitable and
immeasurable as the fluttering silence of our sun, is yes. Just a little.3
Johnson’s analysis reminds us that many unforeseen costs, or externalities, exist in the production of items that play a
major role in our consumerist culture. While we seldom connect the human faces that make our products with the
items we purchase in stores, stories like the one at the Foxconn factory require that we demand a certain quality of
life for those whose work benefits our lives.
Annie Leonard writes in The Story of Stuff about the externalities required to produce the items we own, but
generally take for granted. In one example, Leonard describes the environment of the Haitian women who sew logos
of the Walt Disney Corporation onto T-shirts. While Disney receives millions of dollars from clothing sales, the
women who sewed these shirts “were paid half of one percent of the sales price of the garment in the United States,”
and worked in an environment with intense pressure to produce, regular sexual harassment, and unsafe working
conditions.4 However, the most troubling remark in Leonard’s account is that these women are forced to work under
those conditions to make apparel for Disney “that they could never save enough to buy.”5
Whether in China, Haiti or other countries in the developing world, the disconnect between what some are able to
purchase and what others are tasked with producing, but are never able to purchase, is antithetical to the relationship
between workers and owners outlined in this week’s parashah. Parashat Ki Tetze records a mitzvah that reshapes the
relationship between workers and owners:
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When you enter another man’s vineyard, you may eat as many grapes as you want, until you are full, but you
must not put any in your vessel. When you enter another man’s field of standing grain, you may pluck ears
with your hand; but you must not put a sickle to your neighbor’s grain.6
Clarifying the verse from our parashah, the Mishnah states that laborers may eat fruit from the fields where they
work.7 Commenting on the Talmud’s discussion of this mishnah, Rashi states that the food eaten by the worker is not
deducted from his wages, but rather is given as an act of gemilut hesed (loving-kindness),8 implying that workers are
not merely entitled to wages, but to a portion of what they harvest. The Talmud’s opinion is codified in both the
Mishneh Torah9 and the Shulkhan Arukh,10 envisioning a world in which the treatment of workers is not based on
disconnected concern, but on a universal obligation to promote human welfare and dignity.
When the Foxconn Corporation discovered the suicides in their factory, they installed nets on the factory floor to stop
workers from jumping to their deaths,11 a clear statement that what matters to them is the bottom line, not the lives
of their workers. Other global corporations, however, are seeking to promote practices that honor the human dignity
of their workers. In response to complaints about working conditions in their subsidiary factories in Vietnam,
Unilever, a Dutch-based multinational corporation, commissioned a report by Oxfam International. The report
recommended that the corporation understand that providing a minimum wage alone is not an adequate proxy for
ensuring quality of life, educate their subsidiaries about how supply chain decisions affect worker morale and modify
their risk management system to better accommodate the needs of their most vulnerable workers.12 While the report
criticized the labor practices currently in place in Vietnam, former Oxfam CEO Barbara Stocking also said Unilever’s
willingness to give Oxfam access was the “most transparent and most forward-thinking example” of a corporation
allowing themselves to be evaluated on their commitment to workers’ rights.13
While our rabbis never imagined a world in which the “crop” of a worker would be an iPhone or a T-shirt from
Disneyworld, they knew that it is not enough to provide workers a decent wage. Instead, workers must feel that their
employers see them as people whose contributions matters, rather than a replaceable cog in a consumerist cycle. Our
task is to heed the message of Parashat Ki Tetze, and demand that workers be provided the resources not merely to
work for survival, but to work in an atmosphere of dignity, fairness and partnership.
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